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Prayer...What is it? What's it for anyway?

Is it really necessary for us to pray? Isn't it possible for one to
live a spiritual life without really bothering to pray? After all, what
does prayer accomplish anyway?

I thought I had the answer to these questions by the end of 2 1/2
years of seminary work. I felt confident after so much study and
preparation.

I felt confident as I walked the hallways and
corridors of local hospitals while completing a unit
of Clinical Pastoral Education. That is, until one
night while on duty, a person with a real probing
mind asked me, "Why do you pray for those that are
sick; do you believe God will heal them all?"

Two things happened in that dialogue. The ego of an over-confident
seminary student fizzled like an airtight balloon turned loose to fly in
the sky. I certainly didn't have an answer. But his question did put me
to thinking.

After some reflection, I came to a conclusion on this question. It
wasn't important what my scientific oriented mind believed or doubted; the
important thing is that I (we) pray. It's important, as Charlie Shedd
explains, that we create an "opening for God who is trying to get through
to us." (I) John, the author of Revelations, defined prayer beautifully:
"Behold, I stand at the door and knock; if any hear my voice, and open the
door, I will come in." (Rev. 3:20)

God's answer may be no to our prayers, yet He does hear them and is
present to us. We are ministered to by His most intimate presence. That
is when we open the door of our hearts for Him to enter. Prayer, at that
point, becomes especially meaningful, powerful and adventurous.

I. MEANINGFUL PRAYER

Meaningful prayer is intimate prayer. According to Edward Hall, each
one of us has an "intimate space." This is our space. We only allow a few
people to occupy that intimate space of embracing, touching, and giving
comfort. (II) Communication is many times a mere whisper or maybe sweet
silence. There is a seIf-emptying honesty and genuineness to another in
this intimate space. The person we allow in this space is very special.
When we open the door of our beings and allow God that close; when we
communicate deeply and honestly, that's intimate prayer, prayer that is
full and meaningful.

Meaningful prayer is never identified with continuous pleading to God
to make changes. Meaningful prayer is not pleading for God to break or
overthrow for a moment the laws of the universe. Paul Tillich said this

would be "demonic." God would be destroying the very structure He








